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ANOVA
ANOVA method is applying a specified log normal model to all the features.

ANOVA dialog
ANOVA advanced options
ANOVA report
References

ANOVA dialog

To setup ANOVA model or the alternative Welch's ANOVA (which is used on normally distributed data that violates the assumption of homogeneity of 
variance), select factors from sample attribute. The factors can be categorical or numeric attribute. Click on a check button to select and click Add factors 
button to add it to the model (Figure 1).

Figure 5. ANOVA dialog: selecting factors and/or interactions to add to the model.

When more than one factor is selected, click  button to add interaction term of the selected factors.Add interaction

Once a factor is added to the model, you can specify whether the factor is a random effect (check  check box) or not. Random

Most factors in an analysis of variance are fixed factors, i.e. the levels of that factor represent all the levels of interest. Examples of fixed factors include 
gender, treatment, genotype, etc. However, in experiments that are more complex, a factor can be a random effect, meaning the levels of the factor only 
represent a random sample of all of the levels of interest. Examples of random effects include subject and batch. Consider the example where one factor is 
type (with levels normal and diseased), and another factor is subject (the subjects selected for the experiment). In this example, “Treatment” is a fixed 
factor since the levels treated and control represent all conditions of interest. “Subject”, on the other hand, is a random effect since the subjects are only a 
random sample of all the levels of that factor. When model has both fixed and random effect, it is called a mixed model.

When more than one factor is added to the model, click on the   link at the bottom to view the relationship between the factors in a different Cross tabulation
browser tab (Figure 2).
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Figure 6. Cross tabulation table showing breakdown of samples across groups (the model contains one factor with three and one factor with two levels)

Once the model is set, click on   button to setup comparisons (contrasts) (Figure 3).Next

 
Figure 7. ANOVA comparisons setup dialog: The example in the figure shows a single factor (Cell type) with two levels (A and B). A contrast A vs. B has 
been set

Start by choosing a factor or interaction from the  drop-down list. The subgroups of the factor or interaction will be displayed in the left panel; click to Factor
select one or more  level(s) or subgroup name(s) and move them to one of the boxes on the right. The ratio/fold change calculation on the comparison will 
use the group in the top box as numerator, and the group in the bottom box as the denominator. When multiple levels (groups) are in either numerator or 
denominator box(es), in  mode, click on  button to combine all numerator levels and combine all denominator levels in a single Combine  Add comparison
comparison in the  table below; in Pairwise, click on  button will split all numerator levels and denominator levels into a Comparison Add comparison
factorial set of comparisons – in other words, it will add every numerator level paired with every denominator level comparisons to the  table .  Comparison
Multiple comparisons from different factors can be added from the specified model.

ANOVA advanced options

Click on the   to customize   (Figure 4)Configure Advanced options
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Figure 8. Configuring advanced options when running ANOVA

Low-expression feature and   sections are the same as the matching GSA advanced option, see above  .Multiple test correction GSA advanced options

Report option

Use only reliable estimation results: There are situations when a model estimation procedure does not fail outright, but still encounters 
some difficulties. In this case,  it can even generate p-value and fold change on the comparisons, but they are not reliable, i.e. they can 
be misleading. Therefore, the default of Use only reliable estimation results is set  .Yes
Report p-value for effects: If set to  , only the p-value of comparison will be displayed on the report, the p-value of the factors and No
interaction terms are not shown in the report table. When you choose   in addition to the comparison’s p-value, type III p-values are Yes
displayed for all the non-random terms in the model.
Shrinkage to error term variance: by default,  is select, which is lognormal model. Limma-trend and Limma-voom options None
are lognormal with shrinkage. (Limma-trend is the same as the GSA default option–lognormal with shrinkage). Shrinkage options are 
recommended for small sample size design, no random effects can be included when performing shrinkage. If there are numeric factors  
in the model, the partial correlations cannot be reported on the numeric factors when shrinkage is performed. Limma-trend works well if 
the ratio of the largest library size to the smallest is not more than 3 fold, it is simple and robust for any type of data. Limma-voom is 
recommended for sequencing data when library sizes vary substantially, but it can only be invoked on data node normalized using TMM, 
CPM, or Upper quartile methods while Limma-trend can be applied to normalized data using any method.
Report partial correlations: If the model has a numeric factor(s), when choosing  , partial correlation coefficient(s) of the numeric factorYes
(s) will be displayed in the result table. When choosing  ,  partial correlation coefficients are not shown.No
Data has been log transformed with base: showing the current scale of the input data on this task.

ANOVA report

Since there is only one model for all features, so there is no pie charts design models and response distribution information. The Gene list table format is 
the same as the  .GSA report
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If you need additional assistance, please visit  to submit a help ticket or find phone numbers for regional support.our support page
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